
 

     

CUCT02UA15S | Targus Checkpoint-Friendly 16" Corporate 
Traveler Laptop Case

 

The Targus Checkpoint-Friendly 16" Corporate Traveler case is 

designed to help you clear airport security without removing your 

laptop from the bag. This case is specially designed to split 

down the middle, thereby isolating the laptop on the one side to 

allow for clear x-ray scanning. Designed to fit 16" widescreen 

laptops and weighing just 3.74 pounds, this case features 

lightweight and durable ballistic 1680 denier nylon fabrication 

and also includes the patented SafePort® Air Cushion System to 

help prevent drop damage. This protection system features 

adjustable cushions inside of the case to protect your laptop and 

provide a snug fit for smaller laptops. The case features a 

dedicated file section, zip-down workstation with business card 

holder, pen loops, key clip and multiple accessory compartments 

to keep items organized. For added comfort, the case includes a 

padded ergonomic shoulder strap with non-slip coating to keep 

the pad in place on your shoulder. The Targus Checkpoint-

Friendly 15.4" Corporate Traveler is designed to expedite your 

airport security experience and withstand the wear and tear of 

everyday business travel. 

 

Split design separates laptop from accessories, to allow clear xray scanning 

Designed to fit 16" widescreen laptops 

Features the patented SafePort Air Cushion System for maximum laptop protection 

Includes zipdown workstation with business card holder, three pen loops, key clip, multiple accessory 

compartments and a dedicated file section to organize documents 

Includes leather wrapped nylon handles for added comfort and a padded ergonomic shoulder strap with 

nonslip coating on the pad to keep the strap in place on your shoulder 

Constructed of durable ballistic 1680 denier nylon 

 

Product Name Targus Checkpoint-

Friendly 16" Corporate 

Traveler Laptop Case

Exterior Material Ballistic 1680 Denier 

Nylon

Model Number CUCT02UA15S Warranty Limited Lifetime 

Warranty

Street Cost C$98.99 Weight 1.36 kg



Color Black    

 

 

 

Features, specifications and price are subject to change without notification. 


